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Abstract 
Reiterman, J., Concrete full embeddings into categories of algebras and coalgebras, Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 92 (1994) 173-184. 
A representation theorem is presented which gives necessary and sufficient conditions on a concrete 
category to be concretely fully embeddable into a category of generalized algebras. 
1. Introduction 
The paper is a contribution to the following question: Given a concrete category A, 
under which conditions can its objects be equipped with a sort of algebraic structure 
in order that algebraic homomorphisms coincide with A-morphisms? In other words: 
Under which conditions can A be concretely fully embedded into a category of 
algebras? 
In Section 2, we collect some typical properties of categories of algebras and 
coalgebras and their full subcategories. The most important of them, the zig-zag 
condition, was discovered by Isbell [2,3]. It is satisfied not only by classical algebras 
and coalgebras but also by monad algebras, complete lattices, complete Boolean 
algebras, etc. In fact, it is satisfied in categories of algebras of a very general functorial 
type which include all the above as full subcategories [7]: 
*Editor’s note: Jan Reiterman was working on an improved version of this paper before his unfortunate 
death a few months ago. The improvements would have involved making explicit the conceptual content 
of the basic construction with a view toward extending the result to an enriched category setting. 
Since the paper as it stands deals successfully with one determination of the embedding problem, we are 
publishing it in the hope that other authors will honor his memory by advancing further on the road he 
cleared. 
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Let F, G:Set + Set be arbitrary functors. Denote by C-C4(F, G) the category whose 
objects are couples (X, FX SGX) (where X is a set and c1 is a map) and morphism 
from (X, FX SGX) to ( Y, F Y %G Y) are those maps X L Y for which the diagram 
FXAGX 
I I 
commutes. There appears that every full subcategory of &‘(F, G) satisfies the zig-zag 
condition and is strongly small fibred. Our main result states that these conditions are 
(not only necessary but also) sufficient for a concrete category to be concretely fully 
embeddable into some d(F, G) (see Section 3). 
The subject is related to (and was motivated by) the theory of slices developed by 
Sichler [S] and Trnkova [6]; see also [4]. Terminology concerning concrete catego- 
ries follows the monograph [l]. 
2. Properties of concrete algebraic categories 
In what follows, A is a concrete category over Set. Without loss of generality we 
may and shall assume that A is amnestic and transportable. Objects of A will be 
denoted by (X, CC), ( Y, /I), . . . to distinguish them from their underlying sets 
X, Y, . . .Writing (X,cx)$(Y,p) (orf:(X,cc)+(Y,b)), XG(Y,/I), . . , we mean 
a map X $ Y, in the former case one has to specify whether fis a morphism (in A) or 
just a map. 
A zig-zag (ZZ) in A is a commutative diagram 
(A, x) 
in which the horizontal arrows are morphisms while the other are just maps. 
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A is said to satisfy the condition (ZZ) if in every ZZ as above, iffi and g2,, are 
morphisms in A then so is glfi ( = g2fz = . . = g2,,fin). 
Remark. (ZZ) implies the following: 
(F) Every surjective morphism is jinal. 
(I) Every injective morphism is initial. 
Proof. If (X, CY) s( Y, /3) is a surjective morphism and ( Y, /3) %(Z, y) a map such that 
gfis a morphism, we have to prove that g is a morphism as well. Choose any map 
Y %X withfp = 1 and use the ZZ on the left below. Analogously, iffis injective and 
(Z, y) %(X, ~1) is a map withfg a morphism, choose Y %X with pf= 1 and use the ZZ 
on the right: 
Let us consider another condition: 
PI If (X, a) A( Y, p) is a morphism and X %Z 3 Y is a decomposition of 
f with e surjective and m injective, then there is (Z, y) in A such that 
(X, a) %( Z, y ), (Z, y) 1; ( Y, B) are morphisms. 
Remark. Each of the conditions (F), (I) ensures that (Z, y)fiom (D) is unique provided 
that it exists. 
Proof. Consult the diagram 
/’ e 
(X,u) 1 
\. 
e 
tzj 
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and use the finality of (X, a) %( Z, y1 ) or the initiality of (Z, y2) %( Y, p) to show that 
(Z, rl) &(Z, yz) is a morphism; then y1 = yz by symmetry and amnesticity. 0 
Remark. If A satisfies (I) then for every object (X, cx) and every S s X there is at most 
one object (S, /?) such that the inclusion (S, B) -+ (X, a) is a morphism; in that case we 
say that (S, p), or just S, is a subobject of (X, a). Analogously: 
If A satisfies (F) then for every object (X, a) and for every equivalence - on X there 
is at most one object (Xl - , b) such that the canonical map (X, a) + (Xl - , p) is 
a morphism; in that case we say that - is a congruence on (X, g). 
Recall that A is strongly small jibred (SSF) if, for every set X, the following 
equivalence - on the class of all maps (Z, w) + X has a set of equivalence classes only: 
((Z,o) 5X) - ((Z’,w’) %X) 
iff [for every map X %(H, 6), he is a morphism if and only if he’ is]. 
Recall that this definition is equivalent with the dual one (using the corresponding 
equivalence on the class of all X -+ (H, 6)). 
Note that (SSF) implies (SF)-small fibred. 
Remark. For A satisfying (D) we have 
(SSF)o(SF). 
Proof. To prove (SF) = (SSF), consider pairwise non-equivalent maps 
(Zi, Oi) %X(i E I). We have to show that I cannot be a proper class. Suppose the 
contrary. There is a proper class J c I and a set S c X such that ei(Zi) = S for all 
i E J. Given i # j in J, there is X9” (Hij, Sij) such that, say, gijei is a morphism while 
gijej is not. Then gij(S) is a subobject of (Hij, Sij) and we can replace (Hij, Sij) by this 
subobject; in other words, we may assume that gij is surjective. According to (SF), 
there are essentially set-many surjective maps X %( H, 6) and we can find a represent- 
ative set Y of them. Then we assigne to every (Zi, Oi) 3X the set of all 
X %H, 6) from Y such that he, is a morphism. Clearly, as J is a proper class, we can 
find i #j such that the sets assigned are the same which is a contradiction with the 
non-equivalence of ei and ej. 0 
Proposition. Let A satisfy (ZZ). Then: 
(i) A can be concretely fully embedded into some A* with (D) and (ZZ). 
(ii) If A is, in addition, (SSF), then A* can be found to be (SSF). 
Proof. Define A* as follows. Objects of A* are of the form (Z, o) 5X %(H, 6), where 
e is surjective, m is injective and me is a morphism; the underlying set of that object 
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is X. A morphism from that object to another object (Z’, CO’) 4X’ % (H’,6’) is a map 
X LX’ such that m’j2 is a morphism. To prove that morphisms are closed under 
composition, we use the diagram 
(H, 6) (H'; 6’) (H"; 8“) 
and the following ZZ in which E, p are arbitrary with pm’ = 1 and e’s = 1: 
(H’, 6’) +-J=--( Z’, w’) 
(H", 8”) 
A is embedded into A* by identifying each (X, tx) with (X, a) h-*x L(X, CC). If 
(6 0) (Z’, 0’) 
e I I e’ Y h 
X-Z-X’ 
I 
I m’ 
(H’, 6’) 
is a decomposition of an A*-morphism with g surjective and h injective then the 
required A*-structure on Z is 
(Z,o)“-, ZJqH’,c?‘). 
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To prove (ZZ) for A, consider a ZZ consisting of objects 
(Zi,Oi) % K y (Hi,6i) (i = 1,. . . ) 2IZ), 
(zl,S’) %s11; (H’,6’) 
and maps 
Choose /.Li,Ei with ,Uimi = 1, ei&i = 1. Then A-objects 
(Go), (HI,&), (Z2,%), (H3,63), (Z4,%), . . . > 
(Hat- 19 L-l), (Z2m %n), (H’, 6’) 
form the following ZZ in A (only underlying sets are indicated) 
NY\\\ 
H,-Z2 -H3-. Hzn-1-Z2n 
\\I// 
H’ 
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whose arrows are maps 
m,f,e:Z+H,, EZf2e:Z+Z2, m3f3e:Z+Hz, . . . , 
m-lf2n-le:Z+H2n-1, EZnfk,e:Z+Z2,,, 
mlhle2:Z2 -+ HI, m3h2e2:Z2 + H3, m,h,e,:Z,+ H3, . . . , , 
m2n-1h2n-2e2n-2:Z2n-~~H~.-1, m2,-th2,-le2n:Z2,~H~,-,, 
m’g,pl : HI + H’, m’g2e2:Z2-+H’, m’g,p,:H,-+H’, . . . , 
m’g2n-1~2n-1:H2.-1 -+ff’, m’gznezn: Zzn + H’. 
We know that mlfie:(Z,o) -+ (H,,6,) and m’g2ne2n:(Z2n,co2n) + (H’,6’) are mor- 
phisms and then so is m’a,p,m,f,e:(Z,o) -+ (H’,6’). As m’glplmlfie = m’g, fie, we 
are done. 
If A is in addition (SSF) we simply identify each (Z, o) %X z(H, 6) with any 
(Z’, w’) SX 5 (H’, 6’) such that e - e’ and m - m’ (where - is the SSF equivalence); 
this does not effect the morphisms which follows easily from the definition of the SSF 
equivalence. The proof is concluded. 0 
Let A be a concrete category with (I) and (F). Consider another condition on A: 
(P) If (X, CI) A( Y, /I) is a morphism and S c Y is a subobject of ( Y, /I) then 
f - ‘S is a subobject of (X, a). 
Note that (P) holds in classical “algebraic” categories; more generally, it holds in 
&’ (F, G) with G preserving preimages. 
Proposition. Zf A satis$es (I), (F), (D) and (P) then it satis$es (ZZ). 
Proof. In any ZZ as in the definition, replace (A,, al) by its subobject (A;, c(i) on 
A\ =f,(A), replace (A2,m2) by its subobject (A;,&) on A’, = (f i,)-‘A;, . . . , and 
finally replace (B,/?) by its subobject (B’, /?‘) on B’ = g2J,4$.). These restrictions 
produce another ZZ in which maps f 4, f 5, . , f &,, gzn are surjective. Now if gzn is 
a morphism then so is gzn_ 1 due to the finality off 4,. Then g2._2 is a morphism as 
a composition off :,_ 2 and gzn_ 1. Repeating this procedure we prove that all gis are 
morphisms. Now iffi is a morphism then so is figI as required. 0 
3. Main result 
In [S], Sichler and Trnkova started the theory of functor slices (for further develop- 
ment, see [4] and [6]). One of their results, if translated into our terms, states the 
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following: If A + X is a concrete category over a category X and both A and X are 
small, then A + X is concretely fully embeddable into some &( F, G) iff it satisfies (ZZ) 
(where, of course, (ZZ) is formulated over X and &( F, G) is the concrete category over 
X defined as above but with F, G : X + Set). They left open the problem of characteriz- 
ing the embeddable categories if X is large. Trnkova showed that (ZZ) & @SF) is 
necessary [6] and conjectured that it is also sufficient. Our main result below states 
that this is true for X = Set. The general case is still open. 
Representation Theorem. If A + Set is a concrete category then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) A satisjes (ZZ) and (SSF). 
(ii) A can be concretely fully embedded into some &(F, G). 
Proof. (ii) + (i) Every &(F, G) obviously has (D) and is (SF), so it is (SSF) by the 
remark above. The proof of (ZZ) is technical but straightforward [6]. 
The proof of(i) -+ (ii) is divided into several paragraphs; we assume that A with (ZZ) 
and (SSF) is given. 
1. We are going to construct a functor F : Set + Set. For every set X define FX to be 
the factor set 
{(Z,w) sXl(Z,o) an A-object, Z 5X a map}/ % 
where z is the equivalence 
((Z,w) %X) % ((Z’,w’) %X) iff e(Z) = e’(Z) and e - e’ 
where - is the SSF equivalence. Following (SSF), FX is a set indeed (not a proper 
class). 
Given a map X $ Y, define Ff: FX + FY by Ff [e] = [fe] where [ ] denote 
equivalence classes of z ; this is correct, for e z e’ implies fe z fe’. 
2. For every set X, let GX be the factor set 
{(S,X~-t(hvW c X, (H, 6) an A-object, h a map}/ % 
where (S, X %(H, 6)) z (S’, X %(H’, 6’)) iff S = S’, Ker h = Ker h’ and h - h’ where 
- is the (dual) SSF equivalence. 
Given a map X $ Y, define a relation (not a map) GXGf G Y assigning to each 
[(S,XL(H,6)] all [(f(S), Ys(H’,6’)] with (S,X%(H,6)) % (S,X%(H’,6’)). It is 
clear that this does not depend on the choice of h and k. 
It is easy to see that G is a functor, G : Set + Rel where Rel is the category of sets 
with relations as morphisms. 
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3. For every A-object (X, CI), define a relation FX %FY as follows: E sends each 
[(Z, w) 5x1 E FX to all [(e(Z), X %(H, 6))] such that 
(a) (Z,o) L( H, 6) is not a morphism, and 
(b) for every ZZ 
wherefr is a morphism andf&( T) c e(Z) (recall that the horizontal arrows 
are morphisms by the definition of a ZZ), we have that ( T, z)m (H, 6) is a 
morphism. 
Observe that the [k]s assigned to [e] do not depend on e. 
4. Claim. If (X, ~1) A( Y,/I) is an A-morphism then the following diagram 
commutes: 
FXAGX 
Proof: Let x = [(Z, 0) 5x1 E FX. 
First suppose Gfo B sends x to z = [(S, Y f( H, S))] and prove that so does flo FJ: 
We have: & sends x to some y = [(e(Z), X %( fi, s”)] such that Gfsends y to z. The 
last means thatfe(Z) = S and 
(*) [(S,X$(fi,6"))] = [(S,XA(H,d))]. 
Denote u = FJ(x), i.e. u = [(Z,,)-% Y ] E FY and prove that p” sends u to Z. 
Indeed, we have fe(Z) = S. Further, we know that (Z, o) he (g, s”, is not a mor- 
phism and then (*) forces that (Z, o)= (H, 6) is not a morphism. Finally, if 
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( fi a morphism, f2,,( T) c S) is a ZZ, we use the fact that fzn( T) c S = fe( Z) to find 
a map_L+r:T+X withLL+r =fL and_L+r(T) c e(Z). 
Using (*) once more, we get Ker kf = Ker h, so there are r : H -+ Z?, s : fi + H with 
rkf = h, and sh = kf: Then we get another ZZ 
( fi a morphism, fin+ 1(T) c e(Z)). We see that hfin + I is a morphism from ( T, z) to 
(I?, 8) (for E sends x to y, see the definition of 6, condition (b)). As h - kf, also 
kff&+ 1 = kfzn is a morphism. 
Second, suppose PO Ff sends x to z = [(S, Y %( H, S)] and prove that then so does 
Gfo E. Denote u = Ff (x), i.e., u = [(Z, 0)&Y]. We know that fl sends u to z. Put 
y = [(e(Z), X%( H, a))]. Hence Gf sends y to z (inter alia). Thus it suffices to show 
that E sends x to y by verifying (a) and (b) above. First, (a) is easy: it is the same as the 
condition (a) for fl sending u to z. Second, let 
\ 
(H, 
( fi a morphism, f2,,( T) c e(Z)) be a ZZ. Then so is 
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and, moreover, ffi,J T) c@(Z) = S. Using the fact that fl sends u to z (see the 
definition of p”, condition(b)), we may conclude that kffin a morphism as required. 
5. Claim. If X $ Y is not a morphism from (X, a) to ( Y, /I) then ( + ) above does not 
commute. 
Proof: Consider X = [(X, GI) AX] E FX. Then & has no value at x: for such a value 
[(S, X %(H, a)] we would have S = X and 
(a) (X, a) %(H, 6) is not a morphism while 
(b) following the ZZ 
the composite (X, CI) %( H, 6) is a morphism, a contradiction. Thus the set of values of 
Gfo ~2 is empty. On the other hand, F’sends x to y = [(X, ~1) AY] and it is easy to 
verify that fl sends y to [ Y, Y h( Y, /I)] (inter alia): in fact, 
(a) (X, m) A( Y, /I) is not a morphism and 
(b) in every ZZ 
(fi a morphism) the composite (T, z)%( Y,/?) is a morphism by (ZZ). 
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6. Following the two claims above, applying the power set functor P: Rel -+ Set to 
( + ), we have a concrete full embedding of A into d(PF, PC). The proof of the 
Representation Theorem is finished. 0 
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